
CASE STUDY

Overcoming Data Crisis: Logiciels Lautopak's SQL Database
Corruption and Strategic Recovery

Introduction:
Logiciels Lautopak, a Canadian industry leader, specializes in fully integrated management software 

for motor vehicle dealerships. With a focus on comprehensive solutions for various sectors, including 

car, RV, Powersports, marine, truck, and heavy equipment, Logiciels Lautopak faced a critical data loss 

challenge post a power outage due to SQL database corruption. This case study explores the 

successful deployment of Stellar Repair for MS SQL, the optimal solution that swiftly rescued vital 

data, ensuring Logiciels Lautopak's operational continuity.

Impact on the Business
The database corruption had far-reaching consequences for Lautopak's daily operations. 

The inaccessibility of critical data, especially the corrupted loading table, hindered their 

ability to function e�ciently. The potential repercussions encompassed the loss of signi�-

cant information, including intricate invoices, dynamic inventory, and vital sales data.

Background:
On October 16, 2023, Lautopak confronted a critical database corruption challenge triggered by 

a power outage. The incident disrupted their server operations, particularly impacting a vital 

loading table. This unforeseen event jeopardized the company's business operations and 

placed crucial data at considerable risk.

“"I'm very satisfied, and the customer is 
very happy. Stellar Repair for MS SQL 
prevented a significant data loss, saving 
us from the laborious task of re-entering 
crucial information." - Mathieu Leblanc, 
Senior Programmer at Lautopak"
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Swift Recovery: Minimal downtime 
or seamless operations.

Data Integrity: Safeguarded critical
information.

Efficiency: Streamlined operations 
with rapid recovery.

Continuity: Prevented disruptions 
with efficient data recovery.
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Attempted Solutions:

In their quest for a solution, Lautopak explored various avenues to 

salvage their data and ensure operational continuity. While SysTool's 

SQL Repair tool was initially considered, it proved ineffective in 

recovering the data, prompting the need for a more reliable and 

efficient solution.
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Solution and Benefits:
Enter Stellar Repair for MS SQL – the beacon of hope for Lautopak's data recovery needs. 

Mathieu Leblanc, Senior Programmer at Lautopak, lauded the software for its swift and 

efficient recovery process, ensuring rapid data retrieval with a 100% success rate.

Conclusion:

In the face of a critical data loss scenario, Logiciels Lautopak demonstrated resilience and 

adaptability, showcasing their commitment to uninterrupted operational excellence. The 

strategic deployment of MSSQL repair solutions not only salvaged crucial data but also 

fortified Logiciels Lautopak's ability to navigate unforeseen challenges. This success story 

reinforces the company's position as an industry leader, adept at leveraging innovative 

solutions for seamless business continuity. As Logiciels Lautopak looks towards the 

future, the lessons learned from this experience will undoubtedly shape their approach 

to data management, ensuring a robust and resilient foundation for sustained success.

Attempted Solutions:

Efficiency: Stellar Repair for MS SQL facilitated a rapid recovery from a large 

database, significantly minimizing downtime.

Data Integrity: The software ensured complete restoration of data, preventing 

any loss or corruption and safeguarding the integrity of Lautopak's critical 

information.

Operational Continuity: Lautopak successfully avoided the daunting task of 

re-entering a day's worth of data for multiple personnel, ensuring uninterrupt-

ed operations and mitigating potential business disruptions.


